Wyoming Public Media’s Grady Kirkpatricks sat down with author Jet Connor to learn about his new book, Captain Benjamin Bonneville's Wyoming Expedition: The Lost 1833 Report.

New Book Explores Bonneville's Expedition In Wyoming

Wyomingites regarding their views of Representative Liz Cheney.


Thank you for supporting WPM and for listening!

For those of you who missed the moment to reflect on our success. We want to remind ourselves that this is a state network that listeners and UW built over the decades. It’s a protocol to listen.

There are six distinct types, from Radio Heads to Habitualists, and many in between. The study presents listening to AM/FM standard radio and streaming and brings to light general American “radio” habits.

Radio news flourishes in the Mountain West and gains national attention. At the heart of this success airs on NPR. There are six distinct types, from Radio Heads to Habitualists, and many in between. The study presents listening to AM/FM standard radio and streaming and brings to light general American “radio” habits.

You'll be hearing these messages across all of our channels in the next month or so. As the summer starts, we hope to see many of you at events and about the state.

Thank you for supporting WPM for being stilted, and willing to meander a bit without losing the path.” Chris Hennemeyer.
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